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publisher of award-winning online collections

New, Recent, and Forthcoming Releases

Music Online—Now with on-the-go access via 
your handheld mobile device! See p. 5

Women and Social  
Movements, International— 
1840 to Present
Through the writings of women activ-
ists, their letters and diaries, and pivotal 
conference proceedings, this collection 
lets scholars and students investigate
international studies from the perspec-
tive of women’s social movements. With 

150,000 pages of in-copyright and previously unpublished 
primary-source content, along with thousands of Web links 
to other primary sources, this project brings to light forgotten 
key figures and reveals, for the first time, how global interac-
tions shaping our world today were first forged by women.

Counseling and Therapy in 
Video: Volume II
Volume II both updates and expands 
upon the first collection, with special 
emphasis on contemporary trends in 
child, geriatric, play, cognitive-behav-
ior, and sex therapy; weight control 
and eating disorders; post-traumatic 
stress disorder, and culturally sensi-
tive therapy. This release works as a 

standalone resource, or, for subscribers to both volumes, 
as a seamlessly integrated resource totaling more than 700 
hours of footage, cross-searchable from a single interface.

Education in Video
Education in Video is the first online 
collection of streaming video devel-
oped specifically for the training and 
development of teachers. More than 
1,000 video titles totaling 750+ hours 
of teaching demonstrations, lectures, 
documentaries, and primary-source 
footage of students and teachers in ac-
tual classrooms will give your education 

students a way to observe the intricacies of behavior, tone, 
facial expression, and body language that define effective 
teaching styles. The collection’s wealth of course, study, and 
discussion guides; assessment checklists; and themed playlists 
give your education faculty ready-to-use teaching tools.

World History in Video
This online collection will give faculty, 
students, and history lovers access to 
more than 1,750 important, criti-
cally acclaimed documentaries from 
filmmakers worldwide. A rich survey 
of human history from the earliest 
civilizations to the fall of the Berlin 
Wall, World History in Video is truly 
global in scope, covering Africa and 

the Americas, Asia, Europe, the Middle East, and Oceania. 
Its unparalleled geographical and chronological coverage 
delivers the sights, sounds, artifacts, and histories from 
around the world straight to your desktop. Included are 
many of the documentaries most frequently used today 
in university-level classes teaching world history, ancient 
history, Western civilization, European history, regional his-
tory, and documentary film.

Underground and  
Independent Comics, Comix, 
and Graphic Novels
The first of its kind, this resource traces 
the evolution and development of a  
visual literary genre from the first 
underground comix of the 1960s to 
modern sequential artists such as Dan 
Clowes and Los Bros. Hernandez.  

Documenting the spectrum of underground and indepen-
dent North American and European comics and graphic 
novels, the collection will include 75,000 pages of original 
material and more than 25,000 pages of interviews, com-
mentary, theory, and criticism from journals, books, and 
magazines, including The Comics Journal.

THREE NEW Streaming 
Video Collections 
See p. 2–3 for details!

HUMANITIES

Drama
American Film Scripts 
Asian American Drama
Audio Drama: The L.A. Theatre Works Collection 
Black Drama
North American Indian Drama 
North American Theatre Online
North American Women’s Drama
Theatre in Video 
Twentieth Century North American Drama

Literature
Black Short Fiction and Folklore 
Black Women Writers 
Caribbean Literature 
Irish Women Poets of the Romantic Period 
Latin American Women Writers  
Latino Literature 
The Romantic Era Redefined  
Scottish Women Poets of the Romantic Period
South and Southeast Asian Literature 
Underground and Independent Comics, Comix, and Graphic Novels

Religion
The Digital Karl Barth Library  
The Digital Library of the Catholic Reformation
The Digital Library of Classic Protestant Texts   

Social and Cultural History
The American Civil War: Letters and Diaries 
The American Civil War Research Database 
American History in Video  
Black Thought and Culture
British and Irish Women’s Letters and Diaries 
Early Encounters in North America
The Gilded Age 
Harper’s Weekly
Illustrated Civil War Newspapers and Magazines 
Images of the American Civil War
Images of America: A History of American Life in Images and Texts 
Manuscript Women’s Letters and Diaries
North American Immigrant Letters, Diaries, and Oral Histories
North American Indian Thought and Culture
North American Women’s Letters and Diaries 
Oral History Online
The Sixties 
Twentieth Century Advice Literature 
Women and Social Movements in the U.S. 
Women and Social Movements, International,1840 to Present
World History in Video

EDUCATION

Education in Video

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Counseling and Therapy
Counseling and Psychotherapy Transcripts, Client Narratives,       
    and Reference Works
Counseling and Therapy in Video
Counseling and Therapy in Video: Volume II

Sociology
Social Theory

Anthropology
Ethnographic Video Online 

MUSIC AND THE PERFORMING ARTS

Music Reference
African American Music Reference
Classical Music Reference Library
Classical Scores Library 
The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music Online 

Music Listening
American Song
Classical Music Library 
Contemporary World Music
Jazz Music Library 
Smithsonian Global Sound® for  
Libraries  

Video
Dance in Video 
Opera in Video 

Alexander Street Complete Title Listing by Discipline 

About Alexander Street
Alexander Street combines the skills and values of traditional publish-
ing, librarianship, and software development to create Semantically 
Indexed online collections with a reputation for quality content, 
ease of use, and search capabilities powerful enough to drive schol-
arly discovery.

http://alexanderstreet.com
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Drama and Literature
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Words of Praise for Alexander Street  
Literature:  
“Alexander Street is publishing electronic content 
that is very much needed, especially materials like 
these that serve interdisciplinary research in cultural 
studies. And if it sounds like I’m interested in these 
files—you bet. The researchers I work with clamor 
for more of this kind of material.” –Library Journal

Alexander Street Drama

This package brings the full text of more than 6,000 plays 
together with the powerful North American Theatre Online 
reference collection of more than 40,000 pages. The result 
is the largest, most comprehensive and exciting resource in 
the field for students and scholars. The following titles are 
available individually or as part of this specially priced pack-
age offering. 

Your choice—individual collections or  
this PACKAGE

• Asian American Drama
• Black Drama
• North American Indian Drama
• North American Theatre Online 
• North American Women’s Drama 
• Twentieth Century North American Drama 
• All of the plays from Latino Literature

Alexander Street Literature

With hundreds of thousands of pages of poetry, short 
stories, novels, non-fiction, and essays, Alexander Street 
Literature brings together the following eight online  
collections and makes them cross-searchable through a 
single interface. This is the literature you don’t have in your 
library through other resources—in-copyright, contempo-
rary, global, and diverse. Rich in sociological and historical  
significance, the collections in this package deliver the 
literatures of place, gender, and race.

Your choice—individual collections or  
this PACKAGE

• Black Short Fiction and Folklore
• Black Women Writers
• Caribbean Literature 
• Irish Women Poets of the Romantic Period
• Latin American Women Writers 
• Latino Literature 
• Scottish Women Poets of the Romantic Period 
• South and Southeast Asian Literature 
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great content from distinguished partners, including PBS, Documentary Educational  • 
Resources, California Newsreel, Bullfrog Films, The History Channel®, and more
24 / 7 access from our servers—no bandwidth or storage issues• 
no physical media processing, shelving, or maintenance• 
no copyright headaches—remote and on-site permissions are included in the terms of your license• 
synchronized, scrolling transcripts aid navigation and improve accessibility• 
rich clip-making, playlist, and search functionality• 
coming soon, accessible via mobile handheld devices• 
. . . all for a fraction of what it would cost to buy each video individually.• 

Counseling and Therapy  
in Video
A Library Journal 2009 Best Reference
This collection includes more than 400 
hours of therapy sessions (both re-
enactments and actual), case studies, 
and other training materials featuring 
renowned psychiatrists, psychologists, 
and social workers. About the collec-

tion, Library Journal has said, “The content here is astonish-
ingly deep, broad, and expert, as well as unique, and you 
are not going to find anything even remotely similar online. 
. . . A strong ten.”

Ethnographic Video Online
Growing to more than 750 total hours 
of footage, this collection will include 
the classic and contemporary documen-
taries most frequently used in anthro-
pology courses as well as previously 
unpublished footage from working 
ethnographers in the field. Context-
enhancing full-text materials include 

filmmaker biographies, field notes, articles, and study guides. 
Covering virtually every culture and geographic region, this 
is the most comprehensive visual encyclopedia of human 
behavior and culture available online.

Theatre in Video
Watch seminal productions of hun-
dreds of the world’s most important
plays—including the BBC Shakespeare 
Series—online in streaming video
together with film documentaries on 
the history and practice of dramaturgy.
This collection features leading play-
wrights, actors, and directors and is

one of our most popular resources both for academic 
libraries serving literature and drama faculty and for public 
libraries.

American History in Video
A Library Journal 2009 Best Reference
A Booklist 2009 Editor’s Choice Selection
This collection will feature more than 
5,000 videos at completion. It includes
newsreels, archival films, and docu-
mentaries. It includes newsreels, 
archival films, and documentaries from 
leading video providers, offering  

unparalleled insights, and more, offering unparalleled 
insights on the American perspective of U.S. history. Of the 
collection, Library Journal has said, “A solid ten. It tops any 
other similarly themed resource in its field and, at this price, 
is an amazing deal. . . . Resoundingly recommended.”Opera in Video

Featuring hundreds of the most impor-
tant opera performances, this online
collection of streaming video features 
staged productions, interviews, and
documentaries. Selections represent the 
world’s best performers, conductors,
and opera houses—from the Met, La 
Scala, and Glyndebourne to Covent 

Garden, Salzburg, and more—and are based on a work’s 
importance to the operatic canon.

Dance in Video
At completion this collection will 
include hundreds of hours of dance 
productions and documentaries by 
the most influential performers and 
companies of the twentieth century. 
Selections cover all dance forms and 
include Merce Cunningham, Dance 
Theatre of Harlem, Alvin Ailey, Royal 

Danish Ballet, Agnes de Mille, Mark Morris, The Kirov, The 
Bolshoi, and the list goes on and on.

Request a FREE TRIAL: sales@alexanderstreet.com

Alexander Street’s online 
streaming video collections . . . 

Subscribers to both the Alexander Street Literature and Alexander Street Drama packages have cross-search access  
to all of the full-text collections in both packages at http://wlid.alexanderstreet.com.

The Romantic Era Redefined
We’ve partnered with the London-based 
Pickering & Chatto Publishers to create this 
collection of more than 170,000 pages of 
writings by both canonical and previously 
unrecognized writers from Britain, the British 
Empire, and North America—online and 

cross-searchable for the first time. Genres include poetry, 
prose, drama, letters, and diaries, as well as political, philo-
sophical, and sociological works. 
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Request a FREE TRIAL: sales@alexanderstreet.com

Social Sciences Religion Music Online 

Recordings. Scores. Reference. Video.
Booklist Editor’s Choice Selection

PACK
AGE

“Music Online is the 
LexisNexis of music, 
and it may make the 
use of many traditional 
library resources  
unnecessary.” 
–Booklist Magazine

54

Your choice—individual collections or  
this PACKAGE
Music Online: Reference includes  
these individual collections:

Classical Music Reference Library• 
Classical Scores Library• 
The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music Online• 
African American Music Reference• 

Music Online Video Collections
These music video collections are also cross-searchable through Music Online.

Dance in Video     • Opera in Video• 

Your choice—individual collections or 
this PACKAGE
Music Online: Listening includes  
these individual collections:

Classical Music Library• 
Jazz Music Library• 
Contemporary World Music• 
Smithsonian Global Sound• ® for Libraries
American Song• 

Music Online is Alexander Street’s continuously growing suite 
of recordings, scores, videos, and full-text reference works—
fully integrated and cross-searchable from a single URL.

Cross-search any combination of Alexander Street’s 11 online collections of audio, video, scores, and full-text music reference con-
tent. It’s the broadest and most comprehensive resource available for the study of classical, jazz, world, and American music. Music 
Online currently includes tens of thousands of albums and hundreds of thousands of recordings; hundreds of dance and opera 
videos; hundreds of thousands of pages of scores; tens of thousands of pages of reference content—and it’s growing all the time.  

NEWS FLASH! Our number of recordings in classical, jazz, and world music is tripling! To learn 
more, visit http://alexanderstreet.com/music.htm

NEW! Music Online goes mobile!
Now you can access Music Online using your hand-
held mobile device! Listen to tens of thousands of 
classical, jazz, and world music recordings on the go.

Counseling and Psychotherapy 
Transcripts, Client Narratives, 
and Reference Works 

A CHOICE Outstanding 
Academic Title Award-Winner

This landmark collection will ultimately 
include more than 2,000 transcripts 
of actual therapy sessions; 40,000 
pages of first-person narratives fo-

cused on the therapy process; and 25,000 pages of major 
reference works. The fully anonymized session transcripts 
give students, teachers, and practitioners in the helping 
professions—therapy, social work, divinity studies, nursing, 
education, and psychology—an invaluable training and 
research tool. 

Social Theory 
Access and cross-search thousands 
of the most important works in social 
theory from the eighteenth century to 
the present day with this online
collection of more than 150,000 
pages. Representing the major trends 
in sociological thought, it includes 
works by Jean Baudrillard, Simone de 

Beauvoir, Ulrich Beck, Howard Becker, Nancy Chodorow, 
Émile Durkheim, Michel Foucault, Erving Goffman, Robert 
Merton, Talcott Parsons, and hundreds of other classic and 
contemporary theorists, making it an ideal resource for 
students of social theory across the curriculum at both the 
introductory and graduate levels.

Related Collections:
Counseling and Therapy  
in Video (see p. 2–3)
A Library Journal 2009 Best Reference
An ideal training resource for students of 
the helping professions, with hundreds of 
hours of therapy sessions

Ethnographic Video Online (see p. 2)
Features more than 750 hours of the classic 
and contemporary documentaries most 
frequently used in anthropology courses

The Digital Karl Barth Library 
Created in association with the The-
ologischer Verlag Zürich (TVZ) and 
Princeton Theological Seminary, this 
online collection will support a new 
generation of research into the works 
of one of the twentieth century’s most 
influential theologians. The collection 
includes the original German ver-

sion and the English translation of Barth’s magnum opus, 
The Church Dogmatics, in its entirety. Also included are 
Barth’s Gesamtausgabe, which include hundreds of letters, 
sermons, lectures, conversations, and academic writings. 
These volumes are supplemented by additional German 
works and English translations of selected important texts.

The Digital Library of the  
Catholic Reformation 
This collection gives scholars access 
to nearly 300,000 pages of primary-
source material from the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. Into one 
extensive, fully cross-searchable col-
lection we have gathered all the key 
catechisms, scholarly treatises, papal 

documents, devotional works, and theological volumes 
that sparked and sustained the reform from within the 
Catholic Church in the heady years before, during, and 
after the landmark decrees of the Council of Trent. 

The Digital Library of Classic 
Protestant Texts 
A uniquely comprehensive resource 
for historians, theologians, political 
scientists, and sociologists studying 
the religious and social upheavals of 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centu-
ries, this collection gives researchers 
cross-searchable access to more than 

1,200 works from the Reformation and post-Reformation 
eras. These works include the theological writings of more 
than 300 well- and lesser-known Protestant authors whose 
writings are the source of virtually every Protestant denomi-
nation. Also included are confessional documents, biblical 
commentaries, polemical treatises, and Bible translations. 

PACK
AGE
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Social and Cultural History 

PACK
AGE
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The Sixties: Primary  
Documents and Personal  
Narratives, 1960 to 1974
Featuring tens of thousands of historic 
documents and primary sources, this 
powerfully searchable online collec-
tion provides a vivid window into 
the key events, people, debates, and 
movements of 1960s America, captur-

ing the artifacts, written and oral accounts, and historic 
documents of one of the most pivotal decades in American 
political and cultural life. At completion, this collection 
will contain more than 150,000 pages, plus audio and 
video content, from a variety of viewpoints and across the 
political spectrum. Included will be archival content from 
The Kenneth Spencer Research Library at the University of 
Kansas, the Melville Library at Stony Brook University, and 
other archives; the complete run of Ramparts Magazine; 
oral histories, letters, diaries, and memoirs from key Six-
ties figures; previously unpublished writings from political 
activists; important underground newspapers; historic and 
government documents; political and activist ephemera and 
memorabilia; and more.

Letters and Diaries Online
Alexander Street’s seven letter and diary projects are invalu-
able research tools, full of personal, contemporaneous, 
and first-person accounts—history as experienced by the 

individuals who lived through 
and created it. Previously un-
heard voices of ordinary people, 
regional and diverse, appear 
alongside those of well-known 
figures. These are primary docu-
ments in the truest sense. 

Available via outright purchase 
or by annual subscription, 
Alexander Street letter and diary 
collections can be acquired indi-
vidually or as part of the spe-
cially priced Letters and Diaries 
Online package.  

• North American Women’s Letters and Diaries
 A 2003 Library Journal Best Reference

• British and Irish Women’s Letters and Diaries 
 A 2008 CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title   
 Award-Winner

• The American Civil War: Letters and Diaries 
 “Highly recommended.”—Library Journal

• North American Immigrant Letters, Diaries, 
 and Oral Histories
 “A formidable source. . . . Highly recommended.   
 All collections.”—CHOICE
 “Highly recommended.”—Reference Reviews

• Black Thought and Culture
 A 2005 CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title   
 Award-Winner

• Oral History Online
 “A 10. An essential resource. . . . Unreservedly   
 recommended.”—Library Journal

• Manuscript Women’s Letters and Diaries,   
 1750 to 1950
 A joint publication with the American  
 Antiquarian Society
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World History in Video
This online collection will give faculty, 
students, and history lovers access to 
more than 1,750 important, criti-
cally acclaimed documentaries from 
filmmakers worldwide. A rich survey 
of human history from the earliest 
civilizations to the fall of the Berlin 
Wall, World History in Video is truly 
global in scope, covering Africa and 

the Americas, Asia, Europe, the Middle East, and Oceania. 
Its unparalleled geographical and chronological coverage 
delivers the sights, sounds, artifacts, and histories from 
around the world straight to your desktop. Included are 
many of the documentaries most frequently used today 
in university-level classes teaching world history, ancient 
history, Western civilization, European history, regional his-
tory, and documentary film.

Counseling and Therapy in 
Video: Volume II
The second volume of Alexander 
Street Press’s award-winning Coun-
seling and Therapy in Video features 
more than 400 hours of training 
videos, reenactments, and footage of 
actual therapy sessions conducted by 
renowned psychiatrists, psychologists, 
and social workers. Volume II both

updates and expands upon the first collection, with special 
emphasis on contemporary trends in child, geriatric, play, 
cognitive-behavior, and sex therapy; weight control and 
eating disorders; post-traumatic stress disorder, and cultur-
ally sensitive therapy. This release works as a standalone 
resource, or, for subscribers to both volumes, as a seam-
lessly integrated resource totaling more than 700 hours of 
footage, cross-searchable from a single interface.

Education in Video
Education in Video is the first online 
collection of streaming video devel-
oped specifically for the training and 
development of teachers. More than 
1,000 video titles totaling 750+ hours 
of teaching demonstrations, lectures, 
documentaries, and primary-source 
footage of students and teachers in ac-
tual classrooms will give your education 

students a way to observe the intricacies of behavior, tone, 
facial expression, and body language that define effective 
teaching styles. The collection’s wealth of course, study, and 
discussion guides; assessment checklists; and themed playlists 
give your education faculty ready-to-use teaching tools.

NEW AND COMING SOON!

Video Licensing Partners Include…

NEW! Cross-search Alexander Street’s  
history videos at 

http://history.alexanderstreet.com
This new access point lets you cross-search content 

from American History in Video, World History in Video, 
and all of our forthcoming history video collections


